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Headsets and Accessories

**Telecommunications** offers a range of headsets to provide high quality, reliable, and cost effective solutions for the communication needs of the UCF community.
Headsets & Accessories

Plantronics B825-M

Offering seamless connectivity to your PC or smartphone, and integration with leading UC applications, the B825-M is ready to work how you do. With up to 98 feet of wireless range, enjoy mobility while calls and music stay crystal clear. The groundbreaking active and passive noise canceling and immersive stereo of the B825-M headset enable you to concentrate on your calls or your music without distractions. With three precision-tuned mics and sophisticated muting options, your callers can concentrate on you too.

Sennheiser MB Pro 1 UC

The Sennheiser MB Pro 1 is a DECT-based single-sided wireless headset specially designed to meet the needs of all-day users and experienced professionals working in noisy environments. Aimed at professionals who need flexible yet fail-safe wireless solutions that are supremely comfortable to wear and intuitive to use, the MB Pro 1 sets new standards in listening and wearing comfort. The MB Pro 1 offers long distance wireless range as well as full day talk time. It is equipped with a noise cancelling microphone to ensure that your message is received clearly.
Sennheiser MB Pro 2

The Sennheiser MB Pro 2 is DECT-based double-sided wireless headset specially designed to meet the needs of all-day users and experienced professionals working in noisy environments. Boasting an enviable range of attractive and innovative Sennheiser technologies, this double-sided headset allows users who demand flexible yet fail-safe wireless solutions to perform at their best. The MB Pro 2 offers many of the same great features of the Pro 1 however the Pro 2 has two speakers instead of 1. The Pro 2 offers fast charging with 50% of its battery being restored in 20 minutes. Equipped with the noise cancelling microphone and Sennheiser voice clarity. A battery life of 8 hours in wideband and 12 hours in narrowband.

Plantronics Voyager 5200 UC

Be ready to take the call, wherever you’re connected. The Voyager 5200 UC Bluetooth headset offers our most advanced, adaptive noise cancelling with WindSmart technology to reduce disruptive noise. It’s ready to work.
Jabra Speak 510
Turn any conversation into a productive conference call in seconds, with the Jabra Speak 510. An intuitive speakerphone that connects via USB and Bluetooth with crystal clear sound. All the conference call capabilities without the complexity.

Jabra Handset 450
Handset 450 integrates wideband audio to give you a crystal clear and natural sound experience, guaranteeing that you won’t miss any details. The noise-canceling microphone will eliminate any background noise and ensure that you are always heard.
Embrava Blynclight

The Blynclight is designed to let your colleagues know when you're on a call, busy with a deadline or available to chat.
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